
2023-05-12 Cornell LD4P3 Meeting notes
Attendees: Steven, Jason, Simeon

Regrets: 

Discovery (WP3)

BAM! WOW! (Browsing Across Music With Obtainable Wikidata)
2023-03-24 - Steven working with D&A team and User Reps to decide what should go into production 
2023-03-30 - D&A currently in sprint, looking at options. Steven will confirm with Jesi

Aside - Apply music has a new classical music app with interesting notions of work etc., catalog numbers
2023-05-12 - D&A implemented new code to show images on entity browse pages (or in that author pop up) only if they are cc4-
licensed. There's been some refactoring that has lead to broken links in our documentation. When the BAWWOW! production work is 
finished in a couple weeks, Steven will update any links in our grant documentation. Expect BAMWOW work in May 22 sprint

Linked-Data Authority Support (WP2)

Qa Sinopia Collaboration - Meetings with Stanford will only occur on an as needed basis. Authority request issues: https://github.com/LD4P
 (prioritized based on "important" authorities and ease of completion)/qa_server/projects/1

 2023-03-30
Steven working through lists of authority use data from Dave. Looking at which can be removed now and which can be 
removed when there is a direct lookup: https://github.com/LD4P/qa_server/projects/6

2023-05-12
Steven is working to understand the relationship between the following repos to identify any changes needed for the cache-less 
strategy. 

https://github.com/LD4P/qa_server
https://github.com/cul-it/qa_server
https://github.com/LD4P/linked_data_authorities

Reached out to Stanford and Cassalini folks to see about availability in June to discuss SVDE connections with Sinopia/QA 
going forward.

Best Practices for Authoritative Data working group (focus on Change Management) 
2023-05-12 - This week we discussed Activity Types to support new, updated, and deleted/deprecated entities. There was considerable 
discussion about what the producer might have "under the hood" vs. what they provide for the consumer.

The producer might need a 5 state workflow where something is created (but not officially a part of a vocab/dataset until it's 
reviewed), then added to the set, updates could happen, and something removed/deprecated from the set before actually being 
deleted. 
The consumer is more likely to only need a 3 state system, pay attention to this new thing, something has been updated, and 
no longer use this thing. 
We were leaning toward our recommendation really only focusing on the consumer needs

Create and/or Add be used for new things
Update for any type of update
Delete and/or Remove for no longer in use entities

Other Topics

POD & SHARE-VDE... should this team interact with that re: use cases, data analysis or other?
2023-05-12 - no word on MOU; plan to restart assessment group on 5/26. pilot to run through CY23

Entity Management in FOLIO
2023-05-12 - Use case subgroup is making presentable draft of our use cases, with a proposed priority: https://docs.google.com
/spreadsheets/d/13Jpzb3nI7jDLL0Bzh5t1JH5RRzgln98P/edit#gid=1290133540

Links to issues that will drive development, and will be useful for gap analysis
EBSCO (Gloria + Doug) providing development updates on linked data dev for LC's implementation. Dev team: https://wiki.folio.org
/display/FOLIJET/Team+Citation

CUL Authorities in FOLIO
2023-02-02 Starting some work on URIs in MARC, writing up new practices so more can follow in MARCEdit workflows. Will do some 
assessment
2023-05-12

working on documentation of our new workflows
about to begin discussions on Mary/others in LTS being able to generate reports so we don't have to ask Frances for more 
each time the last set is complete.

BIBFRAME Interoperability Group (BIG) - Steven Cornell rep and Jason alternate
2023-01-12: Met this week to go over Sinopia use of SHACL as a validating strategy. During the meeting there was a nice iteration on 
existing shapes based on clearer understanding of data needs. National Library of Sweden demoed their implementation of https://www.

.w3.org/2005/04/fresnel-info/
2023-03-24 Sinopia has been updated load a DC TAP ( ) file and https://www.dublincore.org/groups/application-profiles/dctap-primer/
create SHACL, which can then be used to validate some RDF
2023-03-30 Steven part of DC TAP group and also working on PCC profiles spreadsheet and what it would take to make that DC TAP 
compliant

Upcoming meetings/presentations

SWIB (proposal deadline: 4/10) - Berlin, 11-13 September
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Steven sent in proposal on QA experience and way forward
Workshop proposal submitted
Organizers confirmed whether we'd have someone in person; replied yes.

BIBFRAME in Europe (proposal deadline: 5/28) - Brussels, 18-19 September
Phil was submitting proposal

DCMI (Paper deadline: 5/19) - Daegu, Korea, November 6-10
WOLFcon - Chicago, August

Next Meeting(s), anyone out?:

2023-05-18 - Cancel

2023-05-25 - Rescheduled to May 24
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